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Morning CORE

US Futures-World Markets: S&P futures are flat, but Nasdaq futures climb higher. The melt up in mega-cap
tech names continued yesterday. Apple closed +6% ? Everyone knows the iPhone 12 release is here.
Investors HAD to buy Amazon (+5%) on Monday? Amazon Prime Day has been on the calendar forever. Feels
like the single-stock options market is driving some of these massive gains. Call it the Robinhood effect or
maybe Masa Son and Softbank are gobbling up calls in tech stocks. Larry Fink, CEO of Blackrock, had an
interesting quote on CNBC this morning. When discussing his firms blowout numbers (+5% pre-market), he
said they are seeing a “record amount of retail participation” in the market. J&J halted clinical trials of its
Covid-19 vaccine after a participant fell ill. Vaccine timing remains uncertain. Will enough Americans get a
shot when they become available? S&P Futures vs. Fair Value: 4.90, 10-Yr Yield: 0.757%.
Random SNL skit I found hysterical https://bit.ly/3iRXesX (thx Joe)
CORE Headlines:
 With case counts elevated across large parts of Europe and the US, officials are reluctant to force
another round of nationwide lockdowns of the sort imposed in March, but unlike in the spring, publichealth experts increasingly agree that lockdowns aren’t the answer.-WSJ
 EU to put $4 billion in tariffs on US imports amid Boeing (BA) dispute.-Reuters
 Joe Biden says he is "not a fan" of expanding the seats on the Supreme Court.-WaPo
 US academics Paul Milgrom and Robert Wilson have been awarded the Nobel Prize in Economic
Sciences for new insights into how auctions work, and how different auction designs can help buyers
and sellers meet their goals.-WSJ (just hire my buddy Sam to run the auction after 8 drinks)
 MSFT and a team of companies and law enforcement groups have disabled one of the world’s largest
hacking operations, an effort run by Russian-speaking cybercriminals that officials feared could
disrupt the presidential election in three weeks.-NYT
 • Federal payments to farmers are projected to hit a record $46B this year as the White House funnels
money to Trump’s rural base, hit hard by the pandemic and his trade policies, in the South and
Midwest ahead of Election Day.-NYT
 British prime minister Boris Johnson faces a Conservative backlash after Liverpool became the first
region in England to accept harsh lockdown restrictions under the government’s new three-tier Covid19 alert system, including the closure of non-food pubs and a ban on household gatherings.-FT
 The world’s richest nations have drafted a set of technical principles that would radically change the
corporate taxation system of multinational companies and potentially raise $100B in next tax
revenues around the world, according to the OECD.-FT (I’m sure it will work just fine.)
 Greece is calling on Turkey to halt a new seismic survey in the eastern Mediterranean, claiming the
process will raise tensions and threaten peace and security in the region—two earlier Turkish surveys
in waters claimed by Greece prompted Athens to put its naval and air forces on alert.-FT
 Thanks to the coronavirus pandemic, AAPL’s overall iPad shipments are likely to experience an over
20 percent on-year growth in 2020.-Digitimes
 Speaker Nancy Pelosi is trying to keep her caucus together as she holds out for a better coronavirus
relief package than the Trump administration’s latest $1.8T proposal, but some Democrats are
growing impatient as the window to enact a law before the election closes.-RollCall
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Apple is expected to announce an iPhone 12 capable of tapping into faster 5G networks, a new feature
designed to spur sales during the company's busiest sales quarter.-Reuters
China's securities regulator is probing a potential conflict of interest in fintech giant Ant Group's
planned $35 billion stock listing, delaying approval for what could be the world's largest IPO, three
people with direct knowledge of the matter said.-Reuters

Interesting Reads/Charts:
 The New Republic: Focus on “racial disparity” can distort our understanding of structural inequality
https://bit.ly/34MgS4I
 NY Post: Irate moms rage against people using playgrounds as gyms https://bit.ly/2SOLXiI This story
should be on The Onion
 VentureBeat: Roblox files for IPO https://bit.ly/3iYRSfv (Just another $8 billion co. I never heard of…
Amazing)
 CNBC: Disney reorganizes to focus on streaming https://cnb.cx/370721L
Charts from The Daily Shot:
With election uncertainty apparently out of the way and stimulus no longer in focus, risk-on sentiment has returned.
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Source: @financialtimes Read full article

Speculative stock option activity is ramping up again.
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• The Nasdaq 100 and its VIX equivalent index both climbed on Monday, which is unusual.

Source: @TheTerminal, Bloomberg Finance L.P.
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The put/call ratio declined sharply amid increased demand for call options.
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• Single-stock option volume has been elevated.

Source: JPMorgan, @markets Read full article
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The outperformance of US vs. non-US shares is widening again.

Value, quality, and small-cap strategies tend to perform well during economic recoveries, according to
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Research Affiliates.

Source: Research Affiliates Read full article
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Investors continue to favor companies with strong balance sheets.
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Markets continue to signal firmer US inflation ahead.

• Inflation swaps (longer-term expectations):
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• The stock market (companies that would benefit from higher inflation are outperforming): Will financials finally rally?
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The Citi Economic Surprise Index has been declining as the recovery loses momentum.
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OECD oil demand peaked some 15 years ago and is expected to keep falling.

Source: @WSJ Read full article

This table shows some of the public companies that are active in Bitcoin.

Source: @nvk
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RV demand:

Source: @WSJ Read full article

Top 25 colleges for entrepreneurs:

Source: Mekko Graphics Read full article
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Nothing on this email/website constitutes legal, tax, accounting or other professional expert advice.
When reviewing the attached material, it is important to remember that past performance is not
indicative of future results.
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